Open Studio at the Akron Art Museum

AAM Social Stories
Today I will be going to Open Studio at the Akron Art Museum!

When I enter the Museum, my grown-up and I will be greeted at the front desk. My grown-up will help us check in with a Museum worker. The Museum worker will tell us all of the fun things going on at the Museum.
My grown-up and I will stay together as we walk to Open Studio.

We will walk through a space with bright colors and big sculptures in a room-sized artwork called *Land Jam* on our way to Open Studio.
When we enter Open Studio, we will see clouds, a tent, and even a giant bean bag.

We may also see other grown-ups and children playing together.
I will see a pink wall where I can practice weaving on a giant loom.
I will spy lots of blocks to play with and books to read.
I will explore and create with the different felt shapes and colors on the giant felt wall.
I will play with glow in the dark colors as I create, stack, and dress up in the black light room.
When I am done, I will clean up after myself so other friends can enjoy Open Studio too.
It was a great day exploring Open Studio!
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